
 

World's Greatest Magic: Professional Rope Routines - DVD

Imagine the best magic, the best magicians, and the best producers all in
one place.

Imagine no more...

Professional Rope Routines

If you could have one set of magic DVDs, this would be it! This benchmark
collection features just about all of magic's most enduring and classic effects and
routines. It's a fabulous compendium with many of the top masters in the world of
magic teaching their handlings and routines for some of magic's classics. Linking
rings, sponge balls, metal bending, cups and balls, thumb tips, Zombie, color-
changing knives, and many, many more topics are all gathered in this one terrific
DVD reference set. Each volume covers a specific subject and features new, old,
and sometimes rare footage by some of the top video producers in magic.

Rope magic has always been a favorite of performers and audiences alike mostly
due to the ordinary properties employed. Everyone is familiar with rope and when
it does unexpected and impossible things, a truly magical effect is created. On
this DVD, you'll see six of the world's most entertaining magicians perform and
teach their favorite rope routines.

You'll see the hilarious routine that made Michael Finney one of the busiest
comedy magicians in the world and Dan Harlan's miracle rope routine that you
can do any time you have a length of rope and a pair of scissors. Aldo Colombini
will have you laughing so hard you might just miss how magical -and commercial-
his routine is. There's Jeff Sheridan's routine also, tempered by decades of
performing on the streets of the world's greatest cities, that features sequences
where the scissors become as much a part of the magic as the rope. Ted
Lesley's very funny routine combines elements of many different rope magic
classics, including the Professor's Nightmare. Finally, Flip's routine is unlike
anything you've ever seen before as a solid loop of rope-an impossible object in
itself-is taken from a length of rope, linked onto it and finally integrated fully back
into the rope from which it came. 

MICHAEL FINNEY
Lady Rope Routine
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DAN HARLAN
Cut and Restored Rope

ALDO COLOMBINI
Tight Rope

JEFF SHERIDAN
Swan Lake Rope

TED LESLEY
Comedy Rope Trick

FLIP
O-pener

Running Time Approximately 1hr 42min
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